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We can use emerging scientific findings on the ways poverty affects behavior and decisionmaking to
help people living in poverty achieve dramatic gains in mobility. We can revolutionize human services
delivery by moving away from strategies that seek modest gains and instead designing interventions
that create pathways to the middle class and beyond.
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siloed resources. Coach-navigators help
participants make their own decisions and set their
own goals. Along the way, participants strengthen
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WHAT PHILANTHROPY AND GOVERNMENT CAN DO
Philanthropy and government can create a strong
foundation of knowledge and support to build the field
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HOW BRAIN SCIENCE–INFORMED HUMAN

Expand coach-navigator interventions. Help
existing programs add capacity, and create new
programs.
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Educate the field. Educate nonprofit organizations
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Evaluate and share best practices. Support
evaluations of new brain science–informed
interventions, and disseminate key findings.

Power and autonomy: Families served
by coach-navigator programs will
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Economic success: As more human

increasingly adopt a growth mindset.
■

Being valued in community: Participants in coach-navigator programs will
expand their social networks and
report greater social inclusion.
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